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Help us find out the State of the CF Union with this survey - what versions of ColdFusion do
people use, what frameworks, tools etc. We will share the summary results with everyone so that
you can see how you compare with other CF developers. Thanks for your time completing this
survey!
Update: we will draw one person at random from all the survey entrants to win a copy of
FusionReactor 1 YR Standard license (a $249 value). (Must provide email to be entered in drawing.
You can still take the survey without providing email if you prefer to contribute to the results.
We will announce the final results on the day of President Obama's State of the Union address, Feb
12th

Survey Q and A
I got some questions after posting the survey.
Q: why is this survey appearing here,of all places.
A: The previous state of the union surveys were on CFUnited.com so I just copied and edited
the blog entry on there. Didn't realize that this might be confusing to some. Also I am planning
to post CF developer and upcoming developer webinar related posts on cfunited.com, so made
sense to put the survey here.
Q: The site is still "about" CFunited even though the event has not happened in 3 years, might
confuse some folks. Are you giving any thought to revising the site to remove current
conference event references (like register, pricing, topics, tracks, schedule, travel)?
A: Great suggestion, we will remove those (might take a bit of time to redo the graphics). I
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want to keep all the past presos and other historical CFUnited content. And not have the site
be confusing.
Q: Where are the results from previous years' surveys?
A: CF State of the Union 2010 survey results are here.
CF State of Hosting survey results are here.
If you have other suggestions please comment or email me.

